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Abstract: Enterprise culture is the soul of an enterprise, which is the key to obtain sustainable competitive advantage.
For enterprise survival and development, enterprise culture is not the direct factor, but the most lasting decisive factor.
In this paper, given the important role of enterprise culture in the process of human resource management practice,
combining cultural construction with recruiting ,training, utilizing, and retaining talent to improving the level of human
resource management to achieve benign interaction between culture construction (of the company) and human resource
management. An effort to be made in realizing a long-term sustainable competitive goal to obtain an invincible position
in the present competitive market. Human Resource Management can be defined as planning, organizing, directing and
compensating human resources resulting in the creation and development of human relation with a view to contribute
proportionately to the organizational and individual goals. The examination of raw or crude data and drawing
conclusions out of it is called data analytics. In this paper we will be analysing the employee turnover pattern and the
factors contributing to it. Efforts will be made to create a model that can predict if a certain employee will leave the
company or not. The goal is to create or improve different retention strategies on targeted employees. The first step in
data analytics- data pre-processing is presented in the paper. Data pre-processing techniques convert crude data into
useful format. Real world data are generally incomplete- noisy, inconsistent and contains many errors. Removing these
factors improves the quality of analysis and prediction. The focus of data analytics lies in inference, the process of
deriving conclusions. In this paper 2 out of top 3 strategies affecting employee turnover are being analysed and graphs
plotted. The 3 top features include evaluation v/s exit, average monthly income v/s exit and satisfaction v/s exit. In this
paper we have taken up the challenge of predicting the exit vs. evaluation trends of the company, first using Logistic
Regression method, and later using Random forest or Random decision forest method. The two models have to be
compared at different instances of execution thereby, creating a platform of distinction between the two most popular
Machine Learning algorithms today.
Keywords: Logistic regression, Random decision forest, Human resource management, Data pre-processing, Planning,
organizing, competitive advantage, evaluation v/s exit, examination of raw or crude data and drawing conclusions
I.

INTRODUCTION

In this information era, huge amount of data is being stored, exchanged and conditioned. The volume of data that one
has to deal with has exploded to unimaginable levels. Most of the data exists in its crude form and needs to be
converted to useful format before analysis. This process of converting raw data into useful format is called data preprocessing. Real world data is [1]





Incomplete: consists of missing attribute values or consists of only aggregate data.
Noisy: containing errors or outliers.
Inconsistent: containing discrepancies in code.
Non Numerical values
II.

MOTIVATION

Encourage the commitment of employees to increase their performance and also be loyal to the organization as a whole.
Emphasis on the quality of employees engaged in organizations goes a long way in producing quality goods and
services, which is of great benefit both to the customers and the organization. Ensuring flexibility plays an important
part in the way employees are organized, this makes them to be adaptive and receptive to all forms of changes in all
aspects of their jobs such as work hours; working methods. Integrating organizational goals into strategic planning in
order to make these policies cut across ranks and files of organization and ensuring that they are gladly accepted and
implemented on daily routine by line managers. [2]
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III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the previous paper titled “Human Resource Management: Big Data Analytics” we considered a company doing
business in this 21st century world. This company has employed large number of employees working in different
departments. The size of the company is huge and has several departments. The company is existent in business from a
very long period of time and several employees have already left the company. The company’s historical data is well
tabulated and records maintained. The company wants to understand what factors contributed most to employee
turnover and to create a model that can predict if a certain employee will leave the company or not. The goal is to create
or improve different retention strategies on targeted employees. In this paper we have taken up the challenge of
predicting the exit vs. evaluation trends of the company, first using Logistic Regression method, and later using
Random forest or Random decision forest method. The two models have to be compared at different instances of
execution thereby, creating a platform of distinction between the two most popular Machine Learning algorithms today.
IV.
A.

B.

METHODOLOGY

Importing Libraries
We have used the following libraries: [3]
 NumPy is the fundamental package for scientific computing with Python.
 Pandas is for data manipulation and analysis. Panadas is an open source, BSD- licenced library providing
easy-to-use data structures and data analysis tools.
 Matplotlib is a python 2D plotting library. It can be used in Python scripts, Jupyter notebook, web
application servers and IPython shells.
 Seaborn is a Python data visualization library based on matplotlib for attractive and informative statistical
graphics.
Importing data

C.
Checking for missing values: It is very essential in data pre-processing to check for missing values. Figure 1
shows the Python code to check for missing values. In this attempt no missing values were found.

Figure 1 shows the Python code to check for missing values.
D.
Renaming and rearranging the columns: It is essential to rename the columns so that analysis is effective.
Figure 2 shows the process of renaming the columns and figure 3 shows an effort to move the column ‘exit’ to the end
as it has to be predicted.
E.
Exit rate: Exit rate of the employees need to be checked. Figure 4 shows the exit ratio calculation. 76% of the
employees stayed and 24% of employees exited.
F.
Logistic Regression: Since our dataset consists of data with categorical values and a graph showing sinusoidal
behaviour is obtained using Logistic regression. Figure 5 shows the logistic regression approach.
G.
Random forest method and finding accuracy: Figure 6 shows the random forest method to predict the exit
ratio. Figure 7 shows the accuracy, precision and F1 score of the 2 models.
H.

Plotting an ROC graph of the assignment. Figure 8 shows the ROC graph.
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V.





There is a bimodal distribution for those that had an exit. [4][5][6]
Employees with low performance tend to leave the company more.
Employees with high performance tend to leave the company more.
The sweet spot for employees that stayed is within 0.6-0.8 evaluation.
VI.





EVALUATION V/S EXIT

AVERAGE MONTHLY HOURS V/S EXIT

Another bimodal distribution for employees that exited.
Employees who had less than 150 hours of work left the company more.
Employees who had more than 250 hours of work left the company more.

Figure 2 shows the process of renaming the columns

Figure 3 shows an effort to move the column ‘exit’ to the end as it has to be predicted.

Figure 4 shows the exit ratio calculation.
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Figure 5 shows the logistic regression approach.

Figure 6 shows the random forest method to predict the exit ratio.

Figure 7 shows the accuracy, precision and F1 score of the 2 models.

Figure 8 shows the ROC graph.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS

A company proactive in business in this 21 st century world had many workers leaving the company. [7] Data analytics
had to be carried out on the data –both historical and present trend to draw inference. The goal was to create or improve
different retention strategies on targeted employees working in different departments of the company. A python code
was written and executed to analyse and draw conclusions. The first step in data analytics- data pre-processing was
successfully carried out and exit ratio calculated. 2 out of top 3 strategies affecting employee turnover are being
analysed and graphs plotted. The 3 top features include evaluation v/s exit, average monthly income v/s exit and
satisfaction v/s exit. ROC graph [8] which can easily indicate the difference in the performance of the 2 models was
plotted. The accuracy, precession, and F1 score was obtained and compared.
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